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About This Content

Locked in a military prison for crimes they did not commit, the 4 members of the Escape team must work out how to break free
from an Escape proof military prison.  Maybe the rumours that the compound houses the fiercest tank in history will help?
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Out of all current dlc, escape team is probably the best, along with the new achievements, and items, you get to build a mother
f***ing TANK. God damn. This is my new favorite prison. Great music, fun gameplay, and A TANK. If you read this far, buy
this. It is AWESOME and worth your $3.99!. great game !. Another fun prison with Pokemon like music, but you have to be
this old guy, and it kinda sucks not being able to choose your dude :(

But still get it.

74%. THIS IS AMAZING AND I LOVE IT ;D. this game is good but this just plays as the normal game\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u0
0c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\
u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9\u00c9
. Price for DLC might be too high, but it provides a stay-away experience, where you have to BUILD A TANK (enough said)
rather than dig tunnels or mess in vents. Music is different, guards are soldiers (no assault rifles and authorizations to shoot :( ),
FOOD IS EATABLE, INMATES SAY!!!!!!! Even uniforms are different. Old style black and white stripes.. Another DLC
prison has been released and like the last one it tops what came before it. The obvious A team prison provides a unique
challenge of repairing a tank to ka boom your way out, its also the only official prison where npc inmates can walk out with you.
In fact there's an acheivment for doing so. Now I can say that my inmate buddies that sell dirt cheap duct tape got out as well!
The main complaint people have is a lack of overall content. When the custom prisons began to have good quality, starting
around erkner correctional's release. That complaint was falsified, but with these unique prisons that switch things up. That
complaint fades away even more if these keep coming out and are as amazing as the current 2 or 3. Now all thats left is a good
multiplayer and this game is more or less perfect.. Very cool and a refence to the...A-TEAM?but ya its great to play and very
challageing so get ready!So its worth to buy!
But keep in mind duct tape IS hard to get so don't waste it!
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I like it, its looks like A-TEAM!. Can i please get a refund i wanna get the other dlc's
. so funny when you wake up and the letter says it blows up in ten seconds I am like oh god ran away from letter then at morning
rollcall loud a** music came on scared me really badly

I vote this 100\/100. well its based the a team its a fine dlc. NOT WORTH IT. You'd think this is to play with friends but all it is
is 3 other prisoners and a whole lot of guards.
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